
RPS Bidders Workshop Event Date:  April 11, 2008 
 

Questions and Answers from the 2008 Workshop 
 
 
1. How do I find out the closest substation? 

 
 Contact PG&E’s Interconnection Services department.  For more 

information about the interconnection process see 
http://www.pge.com/b2b/energytransmissionstorage/wholesalegenerators/ 

 
 
2.  How is the MPR calculated?  What is the status of the 2008 MPR? 
  

It is based on the cost of a combined cycle.  The 2008 MPR has been 
recently discussed at CPUC workshops, and will not be determined until 
after shortlists are determined.  PG&E has made a proposal to keep the 
2008 MPR confidential but the CPUC has not yet ruled on PG&E’s 
proposal. 

 
 
3.  Please walk through the Delivery term security calculation. 
  

See the Attachment D presentation.   Delivery term security is based on 
average monthly revenues (e.g. 6, 9 or 12 months revenue). 

 
   The delivery term security calculation first calculates total revenues under 

the contract, and then divides by number of months to get average 
monthly revenue. 

 
Total revenues are calculated as:  Contract price*expected generation in 
each hour*TOD adjustment in each hour.   

 
 Average Annual Revenues = Total Expected Revenues/Contract term 

Delivery Term Security = Average Annual Revenues * x/12; where x = 
months of required security per the protocol. 
   

 
4.  Are all PPA appendices applicable at this stage of the RFO? Meaning 

they should be delivered with the proposal?  Because some of them 
like VII do not seem to apply. 

  
Please deliver all PPA appendices with the proposal.  As discussed during 
the presentation, certain sections of the appendices like Appendix VII 
(Form of Monthly Progress Report) do not need inputs at the time the 
bidder submits its proposal.  But, all of the appendices are an integrated 
part of the Power Purchase and Sale Agreement (PPA) and therefore 



should be attached to the PPA submitted with the other proposal 
documents.   Using the Monthly Progress Report as an example, as part 
of the PPA, the seller is agreeing to submit the Monthly Progress Report 
to PG&E after contract execution until commercial operation. 

 
 
5. Where do you input price in D-2 for an As Available offering? 

 
 Use columns P&R, the Contract Price with and without PTC/ITC columns 

or Index Adder column, depending on delivery term and facility status 
chosen. 

 
 
6. In D.1, what is meant by gen-tie capital costs: network upgrades as 

identified by CAISO or developer costs? 
 
 The gen-tie capital costs are the cost of the electrical transmission 

facilities necessary to connect the generation project to the local utility 
system.  Gen-tie capital costs exclude network upgrades that would be 
eligible for transmission credits from the utility. 

 
 
7. In D.2, what is meant by Gen-Tie Cost Deduction? 
 
 It is the price reduction if the gen-tie costs were to be shared with another 

developer. 
 
 
 


